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�What is numeracy?

�Numeracy is the ability, willingness, and 
perseverance to interpret and apply 
mathematical understanding to solve 
problems in contextualized situations, 
and to analyze and communicate these 
solutions in ways relevant to the given 
context. 



�The GNA is a Graduation requirement for 
students in the 2018 Graduation Program

�The GNA is not linked to a specific grade level 
or course but focuses on concepts from K-9/10

�Can be taken up to three times
�Marked on a four-point proficiency scale
�Proficiency mark will be recorded on transcript
�Post-secondary institutions are still determining 

how they might use the GNA for admissions



1) 24 online questions of varying DOK 
(4 contexts, 6 questions for each)

2) 2 long-response questions
3) Self-reflection questions 



�Planning through Big Ideas, math to 
math connections (decomposing, 
change, relationships)

�Mathematics – one hour a day
�Plus numeracy experiences 

throughout day, connected to other 
curricular areas



�Considerations:
•beginning with a big idea to frame student 

learning and provide a starting point for all
•choice
�materials
�questions/tasks (number range, quantity, 
problem posing)
�with who and where students will work

•use of technology
•mathematical routines 



�bcnumeracynetwork.ca



�Connecting the dots through big ideas…
• individual, small group, whole class
• weaving together competencies and content
• instructional routines
• practice
• provocations and projects

�What might a map of a week 
look like?





definition from Ministry website glossary (2015)

“Inquiry is the mindset students use to build 
their own knowledge and understanding 

through active, open-minded exploration into 
a meaningful question, problem or issue.”  





�Ask questions
�Actively engage in building knowledge 

and deeper understanding of key 
concepts

�Gather and analyze information
�Communicate their findings
�Explore challenging questions, problems 

or issues that can be approached and 
answered in many different ways

� Justify their thinking



Starting Point 
or 

Provocation

Wondering, 
Asking 

Questions, 
Posing 

Problems

Investigating 

Sharing, 
Consolidating 

and 
Reflecting



� Wondering, engaging and playing with ideas, stories, 
materials, theories to uncover new understanding and 
thinking

� Adults can…
� Inspire curiosity
�Engage playfully
� Support students to seek connections
�Encourage the sharing of stories
�Nurture Empathy

How can we create new possibilities
for joy, wonder and inspiration?





�Develop, demonstrate, and 
apply mathematical 
understanding through play, 
inquiry, and problem solving



�playing with materials
�playing with language
�playing with ideas



�Connect mathematical ideas 
to each other and to other 
areas and personal interests



�math to self
�math to world
�math to math



�responsive
�provokes thinking
�connects to a big idea, 
concept or theme

�is ongoing, lingering, extends



�the students’ wonders and interests
�the curriculum
�making math to math, math to self or 

math to world connections
�a starting point
�essential that they are responsive to 

and reflect your classroom community



�photograph
�quote
�question
�place
�materials

�word
�video clip
�piece of art
�tool
�book



Where does math live at the beach?



�Thinking about ways to make materials 
and tools accessible to students

�The environment as third teacher





�Learning as a social endeavor
�Co-constructed knowledge
�Building community
�Mathematical discourse

developing the core 
competencies in mathematics





�How can inquiry be embedded into a 
balanced numeracy plan?

�How do mathematical routines, rich tasks 
and provocations come together to create 
rich learning experiences for all students?

�What pedagogical structures can be used 
to connect and consolidate 
understanding?



�responsive
�provokes thinking
�connects to a big idea, 

concept or theme
�is ongoing, lingering, extends



� What stories live within…?
� What do you notice? What do you wonder?
� What is the relationship between….?
� What are the connections between…?
� What happens when…?
� How many different…?
� How do these materials help you think about…?
� Where do we see…in the world?



�A day
�A week
�A month
�A term 
�A year
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� jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca

�on Twitter @jnovakowski38

�Reggio-Inspired Mathematics blog
http://janicenovkam.typepad.com/reggioinspired_mathematic/

�district blog:
http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/
(will post info/resources here under presentations tab)


